Savvius Spotlight monitors your network in a revolutionary way,
providing real-time actionable visibility into your network and
application performance like never before.
If you want to see the quality of every single conversation
between users and resources, determine whether issues are
with the network or application services, focus on a specific
network node, or look across the entire network, you can do
it all in real time at more than 20 Gbps, with Spotlight.
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Finds worst-performing network conversations out of up
to 1.5 million active at any time
Fluid navigation of over 20 Gbps of network traffic, from
network-wide down to an individual server
Set alerts by quality threshold or other metric and by network
location
Search function provides instant visibility into traffic to or from
any IP address for rapid investigations
Filters to focus on conversations of greatest interest
Identify and isolate suspicious traffic immediately
Single-click “Investigate” button for fully-integrated packetlevel forensic investigations (Omnipliance Ultra)
Streams analytics to external or included Elasticsearch
engine; includes custom Kibana dashboards
Provides network management visibility and detailed
packet-level evidence for network security investigations

www.savvius.com/spotlight
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Acquire & Monitor

An incredibly sophisticated way to take the network
view of application and network performance.
Analyzes the quality of every “conversation” on
the network in real time at over 20 Gbps.

The ultimate one-box monitoring and investigation solution
combines a real-time view of application and network performance
with simultaneous packet capture for retrospective analysis.

Acquire & Retain

Gartner calls it “scalable” and “cost-effective.” We call it the best way
to capture packets and solve network performance problems. Goes
from multiple 4x1 Gbps to 4x10 Gbps, and 2x40 Gbps. Storage ranges
from 16TB to 288TB.

The entire Omnipliance software stack in a micro-appliance ideal for
remote and edge locations.

When conventional packet capture isn’t enough, Savvius Vigil
provides months of relevant network traffic to enable packet
forensics in security investigations and GDPR compliance.

Analyze

The premier commercial protocol analysis software. When open- source
isn’t professional enough, Omnipeek comes through with visual packet
intelligence based on sophisticated deep-packet analysis. Customizable
workflows and visualization across multiple network segments drive
faster mean time to resolution of network and application performance
issues, and critical insight for security forensics.
Start a free trial today at: www.savvius.com/Omnipeek_free_trial

www.savvius.com/products

